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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When a brutal murder rocks the
sleepy seaside town of Westlake on Sea, the call goes out to maverick detective DCI Mick Mustard to
lead the investigation. He assembles his tight band of men who begin to sift through a myriad of
suspects. The devastated parents seek closure, but from the post mortem examination and the
witness enquires, the shocking secret life of the victim begins to slowly unravel. DCI Mick Mustard s
traditional approach is challenged by his newly appointed assistant chief who is keen to get a result.
Likewise the new superintendent wants the case solved so she can bask in the reflected glory. This
clash of street cop and management cop cultures leads to tensions. The arrival of criminal profiler
Professor Black at the invitation of the assistant chief adds fuel to the fire. Mick Mustard s team rely
on using his tried and tested bad cop/ good cop techniques. By contrast Professor Black uses the
analytical approach of profiling to try and solve the case. His findings lead to a shocking
revelation...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I

It is an amazing ebook i have possibly study. Indeed, it is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published book.
-- Chr istopher  Fer r y-- Chr istopher  Fer r y
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